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Consolidate Current Communication Tools to One Solution Suite
RazorLine believes there is a killer feature when it comes to Microsoft
Teams: Its ability to replace your entire business phone system with a
managed cloud service. Combining our Hosted VoIP system with the
Teams network and its voice capability, called Phone System, enables
business telephony capabilities from within Office 365. This feature
enables employees to be so much more productive for an expense that's
less than the cost of operating a seperate traditional phone system.

Replace Your Business Phone with the Cloud

You already know that anyone in your organization using Microsoft Teams
can make calls to any other team member using a Windows PC, Apple
Mac/iPhone/iPad, and Google Android device running the Microsoft Teams app.
Without a connection to "the outside world" otherwise known as PTSN
(Public Switched Telephone Network), these VoIP calls can only be made
inside a company because the Teams app does not connect you to the
'outside'. Most businesses connected to the PTSN use PBX hardware
installed at an office location or use a Hosted VoIP company like
RazorLine.

Business Need and Impact
You've likely made the assessment, but we'll try to restate it here.
Adopting Teams as a Unified Communications system will increase user
communication productivity by allowing every user to utilize the same tools for
chat, video, team collaboration, meetings, video conferencing and voice
communication. The process to communicate across multiple channels will
be the same whether the user is at their desk, remote, or in a conference
room. Finally, user adoption will increase via a concise, repeatable
training effort.
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How to Accomplish PSTN Access Component within Teams
Teams is a pure cloud service and there are no on-premise Teams servers. A
majority of the Voice configurations have to be performed in the O365 tenant using
PowerShell. An E5 license enables the Phone System feature to work, yet E3
users can also be enabled via the Add-on license.There are only two ways in
which Teams users can reach the PSTN: Microsoft Calling Plans and Direct
Routing. Organizations can leverage Direct Routing through RazorLine to allow
Teams users to make/receive PSTN calls using our certified SBC. Teams will talk
directly to RazorLine’s SBC to route calls to/from the PSTN. There are only two
certified SBC vendors for Teams Direct Routing and they are Ribbon (formerly
Sonus) and AudioCodes. RazorLine is a Ribbon partner and leverages the
expertise and experience in the organization.
RazorLine has a wide range of features for multi-office integration; call recording,
efaxing, Active Directory connection, Call or Contact Centers with integration with
popular CRMs, automated attendants, and hunt groups, all managed by our
experienced technical staff. By combining the user-friendliness of Microsoft Teams
with the flexibility of 'bring your own carrier' RazorLine is once again leading
innovation.
For those companies pushing forward with some but not all employees utilizing
Teams for communications,RazorLine offers companies the option to utilize both
Teams and their current system (with limitations) under the same background
operating system so that all users have click-to-call capability from any Teams
client.The purpose is to satisfy those users eager to utilize new technology, while
not impeding the workflow of those users not able/willing/capable of managing
change.
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RazorLine's Hybrid Capabilty

Minimum Teams Client Requirements
Either Microsoft Office365's E5 plan or E3 + "Phone System"
license add-on. Microsoft's "Direct Routing" topology requires a
"Phone System" license for each user that will have direct
PSTN access. This license is included in Microsoft Office365's
E5 plan or it can be purchased separately from Microsoft and
added to each users' E3 plan.
Microsoft Teams Coexistence mode must be either "Islands" or
"Teams only".
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Charges to Implement
The Non-Recurring Charge is for licensing and creating
paths/connections between the Customer, RazorLine, and
Microsoft Cloud. The minimum level of licensing is for 50 endusers at a one-time cost of $3,950. The charge for 100 users is
$5,200. There are layers for 500, 1,000, and higher. Other
charges may apply if Teams is to be integrated with existing
premise-based systems, or RazorLine’s Hosted voice platform.
The monthly charge per user using Teams is $10.00 per month.
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